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COMPUTER PROCESSING OF SWEDISH SYNTACTIC DATA
Some Prmliminaries and Tentative Results
by Erik Andersson and Jan-Ola UstMS6

1. Introductiun

In the academic year 1976-77, the Text Linguistics Research

Group carried out a pilot study of a system for data processing of
Swedish, Finnish and English grammar. This paper gives a brief
survey of the methodological preliminaries and some tentative results

from this study. The :in was to sled some light on the totual
factors governing word order, especially in those cases where these
factors interact with intrasentential factors and several alternative

wnrd orders are available. The basic data word processed by means of
tad computer prograime described elsewhere in this volume by Kohonen
and Salmela.

The purpose of this paper is to give a fairly detailed account

of the variablev used in the encoding of the Swedish material, to
justify and discuss the choice of syntactic variables and classificatory criteria, and to give some examples of how the system works in
practice. We hope that our work will be of interest G3 people
carrying out similar studies or following up the present project.
Originally, the project had a contrestive purpose. By using roughly

the MO coding key for Swedish, Finnish end Engl4sh sentences, we
intended the computer programme to bring out similarities and
differences in the word order systems of these languages. This aim
has been postponed for the time being, and in this paper we shall
only briefly refer to some contrastive applications of the coding key.
It should also be noted that the methodology presented in this paper

will be relevant for types of syntactic research other than ward order
studies, as the computer programa described in the paper by Kohonen
and Salmela is applicable to the processing of any linguistic data.
The textual asteriai used for the collection of Swedish.data
consisted of extracts from a fairy-tale story by Astrid Lindgren,
Braderna LejonhjIrta (pp. 201-207, 100 sentences), and from a young
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people's novel by So Carpelan, gm (pp. 5-14, 163 sentences).
Since we were interested in how context affects the word order of
individual clause; snd how contextual factors interact with internal
properties of clauses, we chose the clause as our basic coding unit,
i.e. each punch card fed into the computer contained one clause. The
total numbur of clauses in the pilot study was about 600. The small
amount of data itself indicates the tentative nature of this stu4y,
and the results to be presented later in the paper should be taken
--at the most --as indications of results whiuh could be found with the

use of a larger corpus material. We are also aware of the fact that
the results are representative only of a rpecial genre. However, we
think that it 18 advisable to work out a coding system and test it out
on quite simple and regular texts.
It was necessary to revise the coding plan a number of times
during encoding, and consequently, our data had to be receded several
times. This is another reason why it is expedient to work on a
relatively small pilot corpus. In section 2, we shall present a
coding key, which is revised on the basis of the results from the
pilot study. Thts section is rather detailed for two reasons. First,
we hope that is could serve as a manual for students encoding further

material, and secondly, it my give useful information on the kind of
difficulties the encoder encounters. In section 3, we give some

ample: of the results that can be obtained from a study of this
kind. However, these results refer to a previous stage of the
analysis. It was partly on the tasis of these results that we have
made some changes in the coding key. These :hangs: will be indicated
in section 2. The revised coding key is presented as an appendix.

2, Towards a coding key for computer processing of Swedish

As we already mentioned, each clause constitutes a record in
our coding system. The coding key consists of 64 variables, corresponding to syntactic or semantic properties of a clause. For each
variable, a number of subcategories are given, and each clause is

classified into one of these subcategories. For instance, variable
(52) Type of Topicalited Constituent has the following subcategories:

1 Object, 2 Object as quotation, 3 Adverbial normally placed in the
central field, 4 Adverbial normally placed in the end field, etc. If
variable is not applicable to a clause - -in this xample, if no
topicalization hes applied- -the sysbo1 0 (or blank) is used.

The variables can be divided into four groups. Variables 1
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are used to identify the clauses. Variables 7 - 15 an0 50 - 51 are
used to specify some syntactic pr3perties of the entire clause or its
context. Vuriables 16 - 49 are used to classify the constituents of
the clause, I.e. the verb, the sutject, the object, the complement,
an initial adverbial, an adverbial in the central field, a non-final
adverbial in the end field, a final adverbial in the end field./
Some of those constituents may be missing in a clause, but a clause
may also comtein constituents not covered by the coding key, e.g.
a second adverbial in the central field, or a third one In the end
field. However, the clausesin our material proved to contain very few
'extra' constituents of this kind, and It therefore did not seem
necessary VJ include edditional variables for other types of
constituents then those mentioned above. Indirect objects might be
an exception, if we want to study when an indirect object is used
instead of a dative adverbial. The fourth group of variables is
related to the seccnd group: variables 52

64 specify what trans-

formations have been Implied to the clause and what constituents
they have affected.

2.1 Identification of clauses

(1) Language of Text. This variable is needed only if text: in
different languages are analyzed. It will be necessary in a
comparative study of translations: if a clause is given the same
clause number as its translation (cf. belcw), a computer programme
con be constructed which will compare the desired properties of the
clause and its translation equivalent (cf. Kohonen and Salmola).
(2) Identification Number of Text. This variable is especially
useful for stylistic Investigations, since we can compare the
frequency of a particular phenomenon in one text with that in other

/For ebedefinition of central and aril fields, see the discussion of
mmvsfelt and inholdsfelt in Diderichsen 1946.

I Object, 2 Object as quotation, 3 Adverbial normally placed in the
central field, 4 Adverbial normally placed in the end field, etc. If
variable is not applicable to a clause--in this example, if no
topicalization has applied- -the sysbol 0 (or blank) is used.

The variables can be divided into four groups. Variables 1
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are used to identify the clauses. Variables 7 - 15 anti 60 - 61 are

used to specify some syntactic properties of the entire clause or its
context. Vuriables 16 - 49 are used to classify the constituents of
the clause, i.e. the verb, the sutject, the object, the complement,
an initial adverbial, an adverbial in the central field, a non-final
adverbial in the end field, a final adverbial in the end field./
Soso of those constituents may be missing in a clause, but a clause
may also contain constituents not covered by the coding key, e.g.
a second adverbial in the central field, or a third one in the end
field. However, the clausesin our material proved to contain very few
'extra' constituents of this kind, and It therefore did not seem
necessary to include additional variables for other typos of
constituents then those mentioned above. Indirect objects might be
an exception, if we want to study when an indirect object is used
instead of a dative adverbial. The fourth group of variables is
related to the secsnd group: variables 52 - 64 specify what trans-

formations have been *polled 0 the clause and what constituents
they have affected.

2.1 Identification of clauses

(11 Language of Text. This variable is needed only if texts in
different languages are analyzed. It will be necessary in a
comparative study of translations: if a clause is given the same
clause number as its translation (cf. belew), a computer programme
can be constructed which will compare the desired properties of the
clause and its translation equivalent (cf. Kohonen and Salmela).
(2) Identification Number of Text. This variable is *specialty
useful for stylistic Investigations, since we can compare the
frequency of a particular phenomenon in one text with that in other

/Fier the,definition of central and ril fields, see the discussion of
simeuffelt and inholdsfele in Diderichsen 1946.

One reason was that predicate phrases contein the kind of functional
elements classified by our coding key (object, complement, adverbial)1
another was that it is often impossible to distinguish coordinated
clauses from coordinated predicate phrases in finnish, where the
subject can often be deleted. However, coordinated infinitives were
not reworded as separate clauses, end here we had to make a decision
always to classify the functional elements of the latter infinitive
later on in the coding.

2.2 Clausal variables

(7) Nuesmbeljnktize_lioiat_tce. This variable Is
relevant especially In stylistic Investigations, since the complexity

of sentences-An terms Of number of clauses pem sentenceeerie%
between texts. But it is also possible that thi. variable may affect
the Inner structure of the constituent clauses- -copplex sentences

might favour certain transformations and word order tendencies, etc.
(6) petefx Address of Dependent Clause. This variable specifies
the clause wilich is hierarchically above the one being coded.

Variables (3-6) specify tte sentence ti which both these clauses
belong. Variable (0) was added to the coding key after the preliminary
analyses, and the present computer programme cannot eake much use of
this variable, But when the programme hes the necessary module
(cf. Kohonen I Salmela), it can be used to compare codlngs on two
different cards, i.e., in comperisons between a dependent clause and
its matrix clause.

(9) Status of Clause In Sentence. All clauses were classified
as eithLr main clauses or dependent clauses. The dependent clause fab
hero defined as a clause functioning as 4 modlf.4r in a matrix clause.
No attention was paid to the inner structure of the clause, e.g. the
difference between main clause and dependent clause word order. The
mein clauses were subdivided into non -cocordinated and coordinated

clauses. The latter were further classified according to their

po lion In the coordination, whether initial, medial, or final. In
the provisional coding key, non -coordinated clauses and initial

coordinated clauses formed a single cateoory.
The dependent clauses were claseified as occurring before,
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Inside or after the rest of their mirk Clause. If to) clauses
were standing last in their *stria clause, they were both classified
as final, I.e. a clause is regarded as motile medial oely if it is
surrounded by non-clausal constituents. the dependent clauses in endposition were further divided into two subcateeeriesi sentence-final,
and not sentence-fiftel clauses.

(10) Clausal construction. All clauses were classified according
to their inner structure as simple (containing no dependent clauses)
or complex (containing dependent clauses). fUrthereere, the clauses
were classified aS non-coordinated sad coordinated, and, if coordinated, as initial, medial, or flail in the coordination. To a

certain extent this meets the Inforust:on already given by variable
(9). The difference is, however, thet these figures ,oncern all the
C144114 In the usterMal. while variable (9) classified swim clauses

only as to coordination. It would then hove boon passible V) move
the coordination classification from variable (0) without losing Vao
much information, but it mipki be convenient ta have direct access
V) the figurs- for Main clauses only, without hiving to filter out
the dependent ones.

(It) Clause Typo. A basic distinction wes ode between mein
clauses and dependent clauses, with a mein clause now Whig defined
as a clause displeying vein clues word order and a dependent clause
as a clause displaying dependent clause word order. This holds if
the distinction in word order is observoble; otherwise typographical criteria or the embedding criterion (cf. variable (9)) was

used here, too. Hein clauses were further subdivided into min clauses
introduced by a coordinator (codt 'and', men 'but', fOr 'since', etc.),

embedded main clauses and other mein clauses. Originelly, the lost
category included only embedded direct quotations, but we suggest
that other embedded clauses with main clause word order should be
included, too, such as the following case:

Ser'dula taxi, aS ta den.

Wyatt see a cab, take it.'
The dependent clauses were subdivided into interroestive clauses,
att -clauses without preposition, att -clauses preceded by a pre-

position, other adverbial clauses, relative clauses of three different
types (those modifying the subject, those modifying the object, and
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then modifyine ether constituents), comparstive clauses and clausal
ceetrections (e.g. object with infinitive). Originally, interreisetive

clauses did net fere& mean cateeory ne there Wit only one
category of relative clitttb.

Alpgituott ow, III (itheti hes been deleted tare still
classified as Alliclawas, en dependent clauses introduced by a
questioo vord wire rreerded as indirect interreestive cleusts;

Jag Sonde into UIO em v4 Morns ',Wily*
kindled. cm (010,6014)

'1 could net tell whet the film really wet, shout°

Jag Undo itirj$1 flOg from (01,1140)
'1 felt how 1 flow forward'

That is, the ',Ark clause need not contein en interragetive verb.

Ott OM, nft.111. re!. relatIVO cltusts of the following
We, however, were treated as rviative clauses!

dni bourne jag vill
'1 donce uhere 1 want US'
(II) kr..,,SIL..2.......,SOM40413410TI. This variable classified clauses

into affirmative, imterrogetive, Operative and enleneters clauses.
itrictly formel criteria, such as the vse of a question word or

subject-verb inversion in questions, the toneless imperative form In

!operatives, etc. were decisive. todemeters clauses forms hew*.

'mous category including trestle's and thentsgiviegs. The MOW
will have to be diversified on this point. One could also suggest a
classtficetion of clauses eccording to functionel mood, i.e.
according to speech acts (cf. lietulinen

Cerlson, forthmeing).

In that case, is new variable would hove to be introduced.

(1)) Clause Structurt. The clauses were subclassified into

active tratsitin and active iotransitive clauses, mule* clauses
with an overt subject, clauses containing a formal subject, and
frequenters clauses. Clauses containieg a formal subject were further
subdivided into evistential clauses (with OR teistOttIO1 subject in

object position), subjection passives of the type Oet ant4Ott
'ThtrO was some timing', and other clauses with a formal subject,
e.g. 011.m.ntr 'It is raining'. [samples like DII smiddes vapew

'lineons %Orli fumed' ORM Classified Os saistettlil tIOVIOS.

like

The figures In parentheses after the examples refer to text lumber,

ma'am amber, aod clone weber. in that order.
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'Mere Ore evibrOeml 14 tee WM',

the type

010000 It is mes totally CIeer Mt neon should be reverted is
evbject ** it could alto be sniped es OA

oloct.

la that cese the

clause wrlld be shelyeed es a wiles alestes4t1o4 with a heal
eubject saly.

perticiele were Wed as active

Passives myelitis, f

sentences. However, this *Olin li 004 to 444,1t104,
(le) lerfaie Word Orter if Clint, la the provisinel iodine tty
ever St diffeivet surface tort order potting lore distinguished, lied

coosequeetly Ins frequeet categories mere exemplified by he fore

than a couple Octanes. If the stetistics are to be mealoefel,
the silo of the corpus should be drestically Warp!. so thst a fair
number of clones will fell woofer tech category. tvea Se, It will 0*

WO to heedlo so may categories. W. hsoloporsors ro4so4 Os
puftor of turrets patterns by stutylog eoly the three nin
coattitunts of the seatencet the subject, the etre, arod one

cooplement (la a wide sense). The alternatives will thee be the sla
possible permutations of these three constituents, sod else the

enures SV, VS, amd V. However, there ere still ney unolved
peobleme le this system. If there aro several cooplemens, **kb ens

should be chow as the beefs of the cletsificstioe Is V the finite
verb or the 0414 verb?

(111ptical contructioos 4150 pose o problem, In this pilot

stufy the Multi elements were indicated *as If they sere there.
14 the poiltion Alpe they would be placed most conealently.
la clauses with o fonsal art en nistiotial subject the
existential subject wet regarded as $, ead the formal subject lies

ignored. In clauses Willi a reel subject the forest subject was
crested as $, but it could be Ignored hers, too,

Cleft contractions were classified occordlne to the word order

of the higher seetence in the onstructin. E.g. Het vsr Jokes semis,

jai% wes John hem I,sow' vas toted as SU. However, the coding

would have bosom conisteot If the oaten, hed beta coded as
X$V, because the higher sensate t_t_st

Ws disregarded when

clause numbers (variable (f)) were assigned. Also, we are interested
here la the thematic oratorio, of the meln constituents of the clause,

ast the orderlag of such formal elements as dot and war, vhIch Is
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fixed by gmlio stole aadvell'imowe roles,

(IS) tat...ienata. 414 variable Is Wooded U1 4044 444i
VP@ at 004W4044 P004/14 OS 1 walleyed 04 the awece40'44, variable.
V vs' clettlfiel as ea aNect, a trio cleelevieet, or 44 efererblal

lhe

varietle ass t44e4 later mil the (Wag tey,

Tee priovisleael -Wimp Vey else cootaired I temple et varieties

ahlth etre scbspeveatly rooted, Oat vcriable cialviyled claviet

merinos to type of megelloai morsel 0414444 kg 40404 f 440414(11004

104 Intl 'aebiode, or bloom of anesi.aeAllot a4verbleis lite

fttu 'NNW.

This **HMO edeht whops be preserve4 If the

aisle Se centrett Swedish e04 flaalsh, Anther veriable la the
provisionel codlag key iodicatod the 44440T4414 of laterjectioas
hafera, after, or 4 the adddle of a devise, Althecch it 44i peeilhle
that co iaterjectisa ere vecative leepretaiea eight Ififflf e loci-

t41114144

er effect mord order la seme ether nay, this variable hat

bola excluded free the collo, ley la its OftWat (0(0.

1,3 Caosticcoot variables

10.1 The verb

(Id) Verb Ctrocture.lhis variable describes chat la tra4I(leael

grime hos boos celled the pre4icate 1000P0r. 0104040 Ole subs 0(
seateace mod aet almays form a teastiteint, me MVO premped thee

toetther tor practical realm. The variebl hes few differtat
eichetcolesi a) simple vs, templet, l.t

verb or anther evaillary verb, e.g.

feria coitcicial a modal

jj,m1

414ftetiltlift.14

b) $10414 vs. reflexive, .g. Ita - Waal c) staple ti. ehretal.
I.e, verbs ceesistiag of went cords, e.g. lie -,ele tilts 41) stole
verb vs. verb chile, i.e. a sewed* of severel eels verbs, e.g.

mite. blicic molest, them these fear dichotomies ere ceelximed,
a system coataialag 14 * le smbotegerits is obtained.
The phrasal verbs typically coatala a verbal perticle. However,
we have else lacloded idiomatic coor4lastleas of verbs la this

c.490(ye.gt
Nov Oct och vitt.

levelted sad melted.'

Nem sett sch strew. 'Me sat %Titles.'
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those coordimoilosa de soi toolaio tom ifflopmaiski,elool vorbto

lap borforliao betwoos lbw tosairottioaa sof two soarlimalisoo Oa,

%sow, Morro., Tho aliefoollits la to irsat lbo toaalsottioso 45
444044, 440 4544r414 544144i, 51054 lo *sr wife sack poofloto
porsas la tatos tO isaatiloia

stpagmio tiaoso,

10014111 .0011401 ir. alai r0os4 fif oorbsi osprsailoao vaaialals"

aoskl ft batIgntin

Sofirivalar aim of males

siodp sill Nom to *Moroi*, sloth's soca malsoAatioa 000' ago
troatoi la pOrsaal assta, or laa

of a pipob amP 04 *PAU

t00 Nei*, 04006)01 0014,010 00 00#60010 WOO la 01
POWIISPOI Ce4061 4144. 044 44fO0411 3,44it0414 544 swell(
propsrilos al LS sorb, gala" wail; lit* Wet 'tool', sorts of
salvia", too** dossila0 oaths" oof bopposaala, auct's sorbs, asf

ask% Asaails"ckaolo of :tato, Tao Sotsoliss oso 9 Coat if* ssifoir
A044 of tbli alai-airfoils* am cosparof Ii ossibtropogisal titaal.

Mow hi. aimblo ;taloa, tooporep Mita, ismoliallos ',oat*,
&who somata, sof amasaiary tomato W. Woralea SOM. Mao
toe (Wisp prpos4 ivl Il csaborsemo, so have focifof So pools*. toe

;toffs, toes' variables, tioprobp 'lois' ipso is other, oaf,
1044-05111 re1tt4a5 relatifs,

Os WOO.

(11).1S1whieve.

Ibis irorliblo 444(15$41 00 lotiossal

complosity of too soklact, tbs siotcsislorloa 40r! tmostlaaisd

%object%

sOhjact (.46%44 soberfimais {lassos claaasi sibiocla lotioltirti

101001 mObject fmiloosi bp a Wirier (aot claowalli sotloct
procodad bp a participial oolifisti sOhlwctprovoSaf bp 4444 410404,
sodifisei ostoomrd sobjatt,lomaslialp proCSAPI bp a

~Ho ortitio4

formal soblocts asf dolstod sobject (assail, "Oppsfl.

Slam

4044

%ob)ects fit world of tbo cotsvorloa,os *KW* to 544444 4
klorartOical otoorlos bottom 540 sobtatogorloc, ss Slot a *object
das clasalflod 45 4 mooffisatios rather them as a sobjoctcsatalaliq

sObordiasto claws., al a sobioct teetotal*" a polessfitior moor
tOaa as moo tootalalas a proaptiflor, eic. la Ifoo ssolsof mothal

piss, Oa sibutsporlsa art preamatod la tAls bilorsrcOlcsi sofas.

Ms slam applies So missal We, *terabits.
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When a ciause contains both a formal subject and an existential

subject, thiS variableOike theother subject variables, classifies
the existential subject; The subcategory formal subject:will then be
applied_onty.to.cliuses.containing no other subject than a formal
subject; as'Det'regnar 'It is raining".. Figures for all clauses con-

taining a formal subject will anyway to some extent be obtained from
variable (13)..:

(181'Subjett'FOrm,This variable is mainly concerned with the
deftnitenessaaarking of the subject. indefinite subjects are those with
the indefinite article,'with (or consisting o/) an indefinite quantifier,
and without either article or quantifier. Definite subjects are those
with the definite article, with (or consisting of) a definite quantifier,
witA a genitive,tttribute, or proper names (including words like maMma
'mummy' and'pappa "daddy').Or definite pronouns. elauses and infinitives
etc,'fall into the.categOry of "irrelevant". Examples of indefinite
quantifiersare digra,'fier;Angen(ting);-Vera'SMS'helst, and the numerals,

and examples of definite quantifiers art'alla and'deflesta. Sometimes
the context will give hints as to the chOice between these categories.
Eoordinatecisubjecti are problematic,'since our policy was to let
the:first part of the coordination determine the claisification, while
the other parts are ignored;
(19) GiVennesiof'SUbject; and (20)'Type'Of'eoreference'of'SUbject.

These two variables are discussed in section 25, since the criteria are
the same for all nominal constituents in the sentence. Variable (21)
NUMber'Of'Wordt'in'the'SObject'Phrase, shows the length of the subject.
2:.33.The object

(22)Dbject'StructOre..The structure of the object is comparable
to that of the subject. Anexample of a formal object is'det in
"Jag'hati'det'bra 't.am hairing a. good time'..The category 'Dapped

subject' is parallelled by the category 'Deleted object', which covers
both eliipsis under identity and sentences with an.implied object

.

ams eating"..
.

(23)DbjeCi'FOrm. The same as for the subject. 424iGiVenness
.

.

"of'Object...(25)'Type'of'Corefetente'orObject..(26)'NUMber Of'Words

"inDbject'Phrase; Indirect'objecti cannot be treated properly by this

coding key. One.alternative would be to encode them as complements,

another to encode them as adverbials, since they can be replaced by
dative adverbials. Cf. section 2.4.

2.3.4 The complement (5w.'predikat1v).

(271 tomplement'StructOre. Nominal complements were classified
into roughly the same categories as subjects (the categories 'Formal
subject' and 'Gapped subject' have no correspondents). Adjectival

complements.were classified.as coordinations, adjectives modified by

a clause, e.g.'Hah'VersClat'att.. .

.

'He was so lazy that .
.

.

.

adjectives with other modifiers, e.gMycket'klok 'very wise',
and simple adjectives.

The provisional coding plan included a variable describing the
form of the complement.(cf. the subject and the object), but this
variable was_regarded as_superfluous for the present purpose.
(28)'Complement:Type. Complements were classified as optional
or obligatory., ond_as_specifying the subject or the object.

(29) Number'OfWbtdt'in COMpleMent.

2.3.5 The adverbials

/n each claute, the coding key can handle a maximum of four
adverbials. That is, we have identified four positions for adverbials
in the clause and ignore adverbials in any other position. The

existence of adverbials in other positions will generally be indicated
under the variable measuring the total number of adverbials in the
clause. -- The four types of adverbials are the following:
A.

Initial adverbials, which according to Diderichsen (1946) are

placed in the fundament field, i.e. topicalized adverbials, potentially

preceded only by coordinating or subcoordinating conjunctions and
dislocated elements.
B.

Central field adverbials, which in subordinate clauses precede the

finite verb, and in main clauses follow the finite verb and the subject
but precede the infinite verb and/or the object.
C - D.

End-field adverbials, which follow even infinite verb forms

and objects. The coding plan can take care of two adverbials of this
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category: the last but one and the last adverbial. The latter can be
followed only by dislocated elements.
If a main clause contains no infinite verb or object, central
field adverbials cannot be distinguished from end field adverbials.
In such cases, a test based on the intuitions of the coder has been
carried out: the clause has been changed into a subordinated clause,

or an infinite verb form has been added. If these tests do not
favour either position, the adverbial has bem entered as an endfield adverbial.
tt should also be noted that two adverbials can be joined to
Perm a compound adverbial. They are then classified as one adverbial;

the criterion is whether they can be topicalized together. -- The
Variables given belrw are the same.for all four types of adverbials.
(30, 35, 40, 45) Adverbial'Structure. The following classifications were used: one-word adverbials; phrases not introduced
by a prepositiOn; phrases introduced by a preposition; infinitives
(possibly preceded by a preposition); clausal contractions of soue
other type; full clauses, possibly preceded by a preposition; noun
phrases or prepositional phrases containing a clause. Articles were
not counted as words.
The clausal contractions are mainly reduced comparative clauses
like; Han grAterlier KA Kalle 'He weeps more than Kalle'. The
following are examples of an adverbial .infinitive without.a

preposition; Oaren'endilliten Mona atkeratt'forlama eller

dSd. .

.

or to kill

'And one single little flame
.

.

.

.

.

is enough .to paralyse

.1 (01,51:1) Han'har gett'OSs en our att skydda oss med

'He has given vs a wall to protect ourselves with' (01,54:2).

(31. 36, 41, 46VAdverbia1'Type. Negations, commentatorY

adverbials, likeecksA 'also' and'bara 'only' formed special subcategories. Special clausal adverbials are often distinguished by
their ability to be combined with a noun phrase in the clause, as in
.

.

.

.

.

OcksA'Kalle VardSr 'Mlle also was there'. Such combinations are of
course not treated under these variables, which classify elements in

adverbial positions (cf. variable (50)). Another subcategery under
this varia5le is 'frame adverbials'. i.e. place and time adverbials
which present a setting for the event of the clause. Other adverbials

are classified as optional adverbials; and obligatory ones (mainly

-
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valency adverbials).

(32, 37, 42, 47).SeMahtits'of:the Adverbial. This variable

classifies the adverbials according to the familiar catmgories of
time, place,_manner, degree, measure, purpose, goal; condition, cause,
instrumental, and ngent(in passive constructions). A special category

called "irrelevant" is used for other types, such as negations and

special clausal adverbials, which had alrea0 been coded under the
preceding variable..

(50)'Special'Clausal'Adverbial'inside'a-Funttional'Eltment.
The classification distinguishes between adverbials in the'subject,

object, complement, and another.adverbial. The variable is.perhaps
not essential to the coding key.
.

.

(51) NuMber of Adverbials'in'the'Clause. Only adverbials

modifying the predicate verb of the clause are counted, not adverbials
inside a functional element in the clause.

2.4 Textual variables

(19, 24, 33,.38, 43, 48)GiVenness. The classification is the
same for subjects, objects, and adverbiils, although the category
!irrelevant' will normally be used for adverbials not consisting of a
noun phrase or a prepositional phrase.

This variable indicates to what extent the REFERENT of a noun
phrase has been previously given or introduced into the discourse
universe of the text. The basic classification is between noun phrases
referring to a new referent and those referring to an old referent.

The category Igiven'-is further subdivided into several classes. The
referent can be texivally given or pragmatically given, i.e. given in
the

ituation or through the.coamon knowledge of the
,s in the speech situation. Pragmatically given elements

formed a single category in the coding key, but were of three kinds:

performatively knadn noun phrases, referring to some of the
participants in the speech situation, generic noun phrases, usually
referring to the whole of a group of individuals, and noun phrases
referring to a generally knosm referent, e.g. solen, 'the sun'.

Textually given elements were classified as mentioned in the
preceding sentence (or even in the same sentence), or as previously
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mentioned. A third category might be useful, 'recently mentioned',

and could cover referents mentioned in the same passage, or referents
which have not disappeared from the scene since they were mentioned.

/ndexically given referents formed an intermediate categorY
between textually and pragmatically giver noun phrases. These referents
normally occur together with a referent which is mentioned before
(e.g. driving -*the steering wheel) or form a part of an earlier

mentioned referent,( ar tteering*wheel), or belong to a group of
elements which is given as a wlole,.but does not contain any previously
distinguished elements (flowers -

tultp:IVI .One of the boys). The

latter category should probably form a subcategory of its own, since
it is related to the category of new referents.

The givenness of clauses and infinitives was generally regarded
as "irrelevant", since judgements otherwise would have been extremely hard.
In coordinations of NPs the functional element as a whole is indi-

cated as given if ONE of the coordinated elements is given. This also
applies, mutatis mutandis, to the variables accounting for coreference of NPs.

(20, 25, 34, 3S, 44, 49)*Type oftbreferente*of the Noun Phrase.
This variable indicates in what way an element is textually bound to
the rest of the text. It mainly indicates the type of relation
between a given referent and its correlate. However, the variable or
a corresponding one could also be used to indicate similar relations
between elements inside the noun phrase and the context. That is, one
variable indicates the relationship between the referent of the noun
phrase and the context,and another one indicates the relation between
the noun phrase expression and the context.

The subcategories indicate the type of linking used: hy means of
a pronoun (anaphoric, cataphoric or exophoric), or hy means of the

repetition of a lexical noun, or hy a paraphrase. The category
Nirrelevantn tncludes clauses, infinitives, and textually free

elements, but the latter category could also constitute a subcategorY
of its own.

2.5 Transformations

The atm of the project was to study the motivations for the use
of a particular word order. Our hypothestswas that a transformation is

often applied to a clause in order to make the syntactically "basic*

word order fit into the context better. It was thus natural to work
within the theory of transformational grammar, and to classify
clauses according to what transformations they have undergone. We
have consequently been interested in optional transformations, mainly
movement transformations and deletions. Our goal has been to reduce
the optionality of these trinsformations by studying the factors which
trigger them off. However, we have concentrated on transformations

quite close to the surface, which makes it possible to avoid taking
a standpoint in the controversy between Interpretive

and Generative

Semantics.

2.5.1 Mbvement transformations

(521 Type of TOpicáliZed Constituent. Topicalization is defined

as the movement of a constituent to initial position without insertion
of a pause or a comma between the moved constituent and the rest of
the clause. The topicalized constituent can therefore be preceded by
coordinating or subordinating conjunctions and by dislocated
elements. Subjects were not generally indicated as topicalized, but
a special category of subject-initial clauses should probably be
introduced under this variable. Topicalized objects are of two kinds:

quotations and others. The motivations for the movement is probably
different in these two cases. Adverhials are classified as central
field adverbials and as end field adverbials, according to the coder's

intuition where the adverbial most naturally could be placed if it
had not been topicalized. Topicalized complements and verb phrases are
less controversial subcategories. An example of a further subcategory. 'topicalized subject in an existential sentence

is the

following: Sidana finns'det hlr 'There are ones like that-here'.

The same variable can accommodate other transformaticps, too, if
desired. The condition is of course that the transforimtion is
complementary to the topicalization transformation. Yes-no questions,
where the finite verb is 'loved to Initial position, can therefore be

recorded under a special subcategory. The transformation amvement of
a relative pronoun is also complementary to topicalization, and could
even use the same subcategories. The filtering device of the computer
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programme could be used to distinguish between topicalization and

relative pnxxxmimovement: if the computer operates on a subcorpus of
mmin clauses only, it will indicate topicalizations. This requires that
the category main clause be defined on the basis of word order rather
than on the basis of embedding. A similar solution is not possible for

question-word movement, since thts transformation applies both in main and
in subordinate clauses. This transformation therefore requires subcategories ef its own..'
.

.

.

(531 Subjeet'Postponed to-the End-Field. A normal subject-verb
inversion is not recorded under this variable. What is required is
that the subject be moved to the end field, i.e. some constituent has
to intervene betmeen the finite verb and the subject, preferably not
a short central field adverbial. The subcategories are moved subject

clauSe, move suhject infinitive, NP subject in existential clause
(containing the formal subject'eet); and other moved MP subject.
It would also be interesting to km:mid:en extraposition of the
subject has not taken place, although possible. Special categories
could therefore be introduced for non-extraposed subject clauses and
subject infinitives. Similarly, sentences in which the existential
construction is allowed by the verb and the definiteness of the
subject, but not chosen by the author, could be recorded under this
Variable.

(541ExtrepoS1tten End'Quantifier Movement. This variable
accounts for extrapositions of par.: of the main functional elements
in the clause. The extraposed element is normally an att -clause or a
relative clause:
Den onstlindigheiten fUrvanade mig att Pelle hade varit heemm.

!That circumstance astonished me that Pelle had been at home'
Jag sag en man .igar som lade rUtt kir.

1I.saw a man yesterday who had red hair.'

.

The subcategories are extraposition free the subject; the object: the
complement: and from an adverbial.

Quantifier movement tones a separate category. e.g. Po kerne var
'elle diir 'The boys were all there': a quantifier is loved from a noun

phrase into adverbial position. A.furthersdnor_category is topicalization of part of the object: Bilar Bade vi'fyra 'Cars, we had four of',
where the quantifier is left in the normal object position.
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Of course, the transformations 'extraposition of a modifying
clause' and 'quantifier movement" may both apply to the same sentence.
If so, 'coe of the transformations will be left unrecorded. Ftwever,

these transformations seem to be so infrequent that such cases will be
extremwly rare and can therefore be excluded from computer processing,
to be dealt with manually. Otherwise the variable will have b, be
split into two.
.A special.problem.is created by constructions of the type VI Adv

och 12, where Vi och'V, is analyzed as a phrasal verb. If the adverb
intuitively belongs to both verbs. V2 can be analyzed as an extrarised
verb. Here an alternative analysis has been applied: the adverb is
regarded as having been moved into the phrasal verb, or rather, the
first verb in the phrasal verb has been moved in front of the adverbial.
This is an automatic transformation in main clauses (finite verb movemont). It has not Deen taken into the coding key as a special transformation.

It is not always necessary for the extraposed element to be

separated from its anther constituent by some other element. The

separating e;cunt cal also be another modifier of the same constituent.
which is normally p/aced after the extraposed one. Ir. the following
example.ocks3 is thi: separating element: Dat'fanni en vik ocksi med

lila buskfts taller (02,30) 'There was a bay, too, with low, bushlike ptne-trees'..

An example of an extraposition of a functional element would be: in
skulle ha dtt kyar

alltid..'/ would have it in me, forever'(02,140:2).

(551 Type of Cleft Construction. Since Swedish cleft constructions

correspond to Finnish word order permutations in a single clause, it
was natural to regard the cleft construction as consisting of one
clause rather than two. Support for this analysis can also be found in
the fact that the cleft construction seems to be a rather late transformation...girl:vying e.g. the case marking of"the single clause: cf.

Ott var jag so* kom.

was I uto came' and Det var mil sou du sig.

"It was me that you saw'. The characteristic of the cleft construction is the presupposeerlom-clause. Sentences in which the som-

clause is not presupposed were theriforenot.analyzed as cleft con-

structions, e.g: Det var mamma som ropade'frin Met (02,90) oIt was
haw, who shouted from the kitchen'. Here it is not clear frOm the
context that sometwmty ins shouting from the kitchen. The sentence is
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therefore analyzed as an existential clause containing a non-defining
relative clause. Ibwever, the borderline between these two constructions is very unclear.

The clotted element was classified as subject, object, complaint,
or adverbial. An additioeal.subcategorxwas used to Indicate a pseudocleft construction, e.g., Tad jaCtInkte'pE'ver detta 'What I wes
thinking of was this'. This was possible because the cleft transformation seems.aleost never.to be applied to a pseudo-cleft sentence.
(55)'Left Dislocation. Ike basic criterion for dislocation is that
a functional element be moved outside the clau:a, so as to form a tone
unit of its own. This element is represented inside the clause by a

pronoun copy, which is often topicalized, e.g:14 garden, dEr hade vi

lekt '1n the yard, therein had been playing'. The subcategories
classified the dislocated elements eccording to their function in the
clause. It Is also possible to distinguish beteeen topicallzed and
non.toplcalized objects! adverbials etc.
(F/) RIght*Disloeation. The classification is the same as for the
preceding variable. Ille'dislccoted Outwit is placed last in the clause,

e.g..*DIO had! vi'leet;'0 Orden.
(FirReiling. The subcategories wore subject raising, e.g.

lig honeerbmems'Isn him come'. work object raising (or Tough movement), e.g.,7tolmvIt'svir att'spila'pA 'The violin is hard to
and.nonilenertc object raising, e.g.,'Fiolen Er svir for nig

'att tpela'pa 'The violin is hard forme to play'. Object raising is
really applicable to all non-subjects, and different subcategories
could be used for objects and adverbials.
Originally clauses in which raising could have applied but had
not been used ware also recorded. This wes later dropped as too
cumberscsel but would have provided interesting data.
($2) Passive. This variable could be used for several purposes.
One possibility is to indicate whether an agent adverbial Is present
in the clause or not, and where it is placed. This Information is
coded elsewhere in the coding-plan, but it is comvenient to be able to
pick out information from one single variable rather than collecting
tt fro' several variables. Another possibility is 04 indicate whether
the passive is a'bll -passive or an .4-passive. A third possibility is

to record sentences constructed with the subject man 'one' under a
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special subcategory.

2.5.2 Elliptical transformations

(60) 'Orb Phreseleletion. This variable is used to indicate thet
a verb phrase has been deletsd under identity with a verb phrase in the
context (cf; Amdersson 1976). The variable is not very central to the
coding key. /he subcategories could be used to indicate utiether the
first or the second verb phrase is deleted, and whether the deleted
verb phrase is not contained in the ramaining one (outer deletion), or,

is strictly speaking a part of its oin correlate (inner verb *rasa

deletion). 104 then get the folli*ng *ample*:

WI& stoma an du rill /

-forward, outer

'ftv: say swim if you want toe.

to fir vad du 'rill /.

'Top get what you wet',

.

,

-forward, inner

.

Oo de vtll I fir do storm.

-backward, outer

'tf you want to, you MY ad*.
Void duvill / fir du.
What you want, you will, get'

-backward, inner
.

(61)ElliPais'ofInnetional'Elements*(Gapping). An ellipsis was
recorded Inwier this variable only if one or several elements were

deleted under identity with the corresponding elements in the context.
fragnattc ellipsis, such as subject deletion in imperative clauses,
were not indicated under this variable. In general, the elliptical

sentence should contain at least two different functional lements of
the sentence, so as to distinguish the ellipsis from a normal coordination, 'ditch has not been recorded at allbere. The only exception to
this rule is coordinated pradicate phrases, ditch have been indicated

as two (or several) Offervit clauses. They are coded for subject
ellipsis. The other categories are used for true gapping, and often
involve deletion of the verb. The different subcategories indicate

what functional elements hsvebsen deleted.
(62)-EllipstsOf iert'of'thaieri. tinder this heading were
gathered some less interesting deletions, which do not seem 42 have
a clear textual activation: deletion of'ha 'have'. in dependent clauses
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or after a modal verb, deletion of 2Itt 'do' or fare 'go'. The
variable could also be used to indicate that the predicate contains
4 coordination of infiwite verb forms.

(63) EllipSis of the Need'ora Dun Phrase. The subcategories of
this variable
inside

a

are used to indicate whether the ellipsis b4ok place

coordination of mom phrases or between two other mown

phrases, aodubether it

is the head of the first or the second

noun phresi which las been deleted.

Den sallaibch dem dunes gossem

coord., backuard

'Tbe good and the bad boy'

Den Willa gossen och den dumma

;word., forward

'Tbe good boy and the bed one'

Den sjeka I sag den frisks pojken
'Tbe sick toe

earth,

other, bachward

healtky boy'

Den *juke Waal Om dem frisks /

other, forward

'Tbe sickbay saw the hanky one'

(64)JerofTreesThrs.tions fa the Clause. Onty the tressformations listed in the coding key (variables $243) were counted.

3. Some preltainary results and hysotheses for future research

The quantitative results yielded by the present system can be
utilized in at least three toys. Firstly, the raw frequencies of the

subcategories of

a

single variable canhe of int4rest. Secondty, two

variables can be cross-tabulated, which Likes it possible to examine
their interdependence. Thirdli, the data can be used to compare two
languages, of boo or several texts or genres in the same language.
to this section, some examples of these types of results will be
given. Doorway, these results should be regarded as hypotheses to be
tested

by further mean*, since the pflot study was Hatted to a

yery small

material.

3.1 frequencies of subcategories

rer variable (101.11ausal'ionStruittOn, the pilot study gave
the following resifts:
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first pert to middle part lest part

not coordinated

coordiestles

in gond.

1. coord.

total

_

slip%
motes
total

1611

91

42

76

317

63

15

t

SI

1011

1111

106

44

104

48$

,

A

Out of 485 clauses, 108 or 22.3 were couples, i.e. corteised
one sr scredepeedset clauses, as. 154 Osman, that Ise 52.4 '6 sere
coordinated. It we compare the different position Is the coordinstioo,

we fine that IS eat ref 106 tint parts er 14.1 it wee couples. Wit
211 out of 104 Int parts is the cotwerstles or 243 5 were cosp1en.1

That ts, last pert' ta cooresatiootwere geneelly OM copies Om
ttrst parts. This tallies with the ortaciple of end weight. Cesplee
wide* parts Is caoreaationiwere very rare (4.5 %); however, here
the caparison is samedlot eelslealieg, sten the widdle parts Imre
compared to Vint sod lest parte in word, not oily to first and lest
parts fa a coordinatice. with a *Wile pert. Out of the sentences
Welch sere not coordinated 63, or 27.7 S, sere copies, I.e. the
figure was conpareMe to the one far lest parts is ceordiestices.
Variables (18), Subject-Torn, end (23), ObJect Fern, classify the

subject and the object accoress to their welkin tor definiteness. if
we add together the figures for the various isdefiniteness martins I.
order to get larger categories, ue obtain the following diagram
missing or
deleted

indefinite

definite

irrelevant

total

36

327

18

485

99

52

4

subject

106

object

296

,4

33

I

The bieb figure for objects with irrelevant defieiteness reflects
the fact that objects are sentential much sore oftea than subjects. Out
of the 380 subjects, 3$, or 9.2 1, were %definite, sad 327, or 83.4 1,
semdttialte. The corresposdiag figures for the 189 objects are 38,
Nero se fled a wan codieg (or pommies) mistake. The sober of the

first parts in coordisations should 0 cm's* *geld the luaber of the
last parts.
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or 10.1 5, iodeflaite ores, awl t9. or 97.4 1, detIhno saes net is,
subjects have s such strayer tookacy toyer* detimitemess them

objects. This tallies with the tat liagststic prfacip1e uherally giro
elaseets, rbich Otos hornets, as topics, ere plead ie the boltmeteg
of the clause rad hioh up la the syetectic strutter*. Similar figures
cam be ebtaised tress the variables clsssItØq the Omens of the
Reject awl the Object rateroet, (11) sad (N).
3,2 Cresstehelatioas
3.2.1 Toptcaltratiom sad sehject leagth
A aoss-tabolatiom les carried oat es a subcorpws et the maia

declarative clauses. Le., oa those amrisd both tor ore of tte scstsgsries1. 2, or 3 of variable (11) awl stmeltareously tor stir.
category 1 of variable (I1). The We variables cross-tabolated sere
(17), Saidact Stroctora, mod (SI), Tim, or Topicaltaed Caostitawat.
16swever, slice the tapicalizetioas la the materiel wers rulatholy tar,
the tigares is subcategories (1-7) sere coestmed. Se thee *tate ea
overall flaws for tepicaltration, which cam be cowered with the
ttgrere for seeternes alstro so topicaltratiou applied (mikategory 0).

structure
of subject

topics-

!futile

mo topics-

litatice

total

deleted

2

16

tonal det

. le

6

11

16

10

121

211

9

11

20

t

12

li

Whitt*

0

6

6

coordiastice

3

7

10

III

114

366

one word

,

,

with

attrirtred

wittliticsutposod

at

clause rr

total
1

Within* similar tramewirt, topic:Alsatian ia SwediSh have bees amaltai
meetly by Madam Lahti is her gradate Oats (1978), este, the present

date MOM*

system.
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la tho theses with a* topitalitatiss, the Want alma

ialtiat pesltiaa. Atter tapkaliuti**, tte
shays inctpiall
St IhjeCt was pieced I. tie tenni field. Inied1ate1y attar Ole Mitt
Th It is, as * ceensanies
tepitelitellaa, tee seidect son
bet*
Wine inlay the clen*, ettaa with ether teactien1 elsomets
INN. Ile *all estastiao es this reason esisteetlel clasion. 111
thick tie nikject vas plocad te ON *lea lenitive (1.0., after tee
eels verb) is hoth cases. talstenial chases steel* tharefare hese

teen attain* tree Ms table, het their frogman ware se lee teat
they hirtly istlerece the stethlits,
11e tea easily ne tint there is a string towheq te tosser
teptcolitattems saes the ;Wert cenists et OM serd er hes away

pm:NW ateribetes. It 011* 'abject is seppei, or oneists tit a clam
sr am tatisitive. er roam twist* et a Pett.0144 10111.11tr. ItIMPU*11'

alba totes plate in* vereselina. Ile vele meld be Vet the costrel
tle141 shoe* preferably canals siert elemeats. be hove a poetripetel

tasiany is 3weetoin the priacialo et eat seiplit owes is both

directien.
3.2.7 Teptcolttuttes amil the Awn at De %Oct

If seeleMs (11), 1,/sjett Streeter*, is the shoe
cesn'tlielatke ts 61.0101 66 whittle (11)..1thint Fos, tise
follserieg omits are obtsiaais

tanks.

re ts1Plte.

2

SI

lt

12

riper Mi.

It

20

4efia. art,

13

31i

4.

1

1

0

76
1

1)11

2
3

13

14

111

114

314

fere et the

14441

minis,
taietialte

*Mite

full, attr.
*incite

speatifier
proms
ireelenot

Mai

1 Intl*,

V/

1 WM*

26-4
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The table shows that topicalization is relatively frequent whon
the subject is indefinite or a proper name, less frequent when it is
a pronoUn, and rather infrequent when it is a definite noun phrase of
some other type. This is in accordance with the rule that new referents
tend not to be placed in initial position.

3.2.3 Topicalization and clausal structure

If the subject variable in the preceding cross-tabulations is
changed to variable (13), Claute'Strutture, the following results are
obtained:

topicalization

no twice-

total

lization

active transltive

61

147

206

active intransitive

43

133

176

passive

0

4

4

existential

2

10

12

other clauses with
a formal subject

5

11

16

fragments

0

10

10

111

315

366

total

As we can see from the figures, topicalization is somewhat more frequent
in transitive sentences (29.3 %) than in intransitive sentences (24.4 %).
It is possible that this difference is due to the fact that transitive

clauses contain more constituents which can be topicalized. Away to
test this hypothesis would be to cross-tabulate variable (52), Type of,

"Topicalited'Constituent, and variable (51),'NUMber'Of'Adverbials in the
Clause. However, it should be noted that in active transitive clauses,
29 quotation objects are topicalized. If clauses containing quotations

are disregarded,Ahe difference between transitive and intransitive
sentences.might be smaller or non-existent.
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3,2.4 Givenness of final adverbial in main and subordinate clauses

Variable (48),'GivinniSt'OfFinel'Adverbial, was cross-tabulated
against variable (11),'Clause'Type. We have here added the figures for
all main clause types, and similarly for all dependent clause types,
in order to obtain larger and more reliable figures:
main
clauses

dependent
clauses

total

216

49

265

just mentioned

20

7

27

earl ler mentioned

16

9

25

indexal givenness

46

6

62

generally implied

7

no final adverbial

1

8

new referent

29

6

35

irrelevant

49

8

57

known from the
speech situation

10

2

12

total

481

393

We can see from the'table that dependent clauses contain a final
adverbial which'has been mentioned before about twice as often as main
clauies.do (10,21 of the dependent clauses andA1.1 % of 'the main
clauses). This seemi to support the hypothesis that dependent clauses
contain more given information than main clauses. The tendency to put
a new referent last in the clause seeas to be stronger in main clauses.
One of the reasons for this edght be that dependent clauses often are
presupposed, referring to previously known facts.

3,3 eomparison between.Swedish and Finnish

indicated in the introduCtiOn, one of the basic aims with our
Project was to create a comeon ground for comparing the'Occurrence of
textual and syntactic Phenomena in different languages, In fact, we
even used the same texts as amterial for the'Finnish and Swedish pilot
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studies. (Both texts for the Finnish stu4y wore translations of tho
texts used for the Swedish coding; cf. Nakulinen 5 Karlsson,
forthcoming.)

The task of finding a level at which the different languages

would be'fully comparable is, of court:4 a difficuet one. Each
language it bysitself a phenomenon built'up of interacting systems.

And it will not do to try to isolate a particular factor from one
ystem and compare it with a similar factOr in another language
withoUt taking into account the fact that this factor in turn also belongs
to

a system; end though we can compare systems in different

languages, they rarely overlap in all their details.

Kith this in mind we shall here give Just one example of what
kinds of information similar coding keys.for different languages can
Sive. (521"Type'Of'TOpiCalizedtonStittient. Different types of
functIonal elements seem to be topicalized with different frequencies
in Swedish and Finnish:

topicalized
constituent
no topicalization

Swedish

Finnish

356

410

quotations

31

other objects

18

adverbial
- from end-field

51

- from central field

92
21

complement

6

existential subject

1

verb phrase
total

84

1

485

602

As can be seen from the figures, the object seam to be topica lized much more frequently in Finnish than in Swedish. (This is true
even if we add,the frequencies of topicalized quotations to the

SwedIsh figure.) One of the most obvious reasons for this is that
Finnish..as opposed to Swedish --ts a highly synthetic language, and

can make use of inflectionaldevices to indicate the grammatical
functions of NPs tn a clause. Another difference that could be noted
was that temporal adverbials were topicalized remarkably often in Swedish.
In FtnniSh, place adverbials were topicalized with the same frequency as
temporal ones.
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APPENDIX 1.

Revised version of the TLRO coding key for data processing of Swedish

In this section we wish to give a summary of the variables

discussed in § 2, and their use.,The numbers on the left refer to
the columns on the punching card, and ars indicated here for ease
of reference. Needless to say, the numbering used below is arbitrary,

and can be varied. The different values or subcategories of tha
Variables are also,numbered (1 - 9, followed by A

2; thus A equals

subclass number 10, etc.) For variables where the subclasses overlap,

we have tried to indicate what we feel to be the "hierarchical order°
of the subclesses by giving the 'strongest' subclass number 1, etc.

mum

VALUES

VARIAILE

IdentificatIon'of

1 Finnish

1

Language of Text

2

Identification Number of Text

3 - 5

Number of Sentence in Text

6

Number of Clause in Sentence

2 Swedish

Clausal Variables.
7

Number of Clauses in Entire Sentence

8

Matrix Address of Dependent Clause

9

Status of Clause in Sentence
1 Single main clause
2 Ftrst-main clause of coordination
3 Matn clause medially in coordination
4 Last.main clause of coordination
5 Dependent clause before its
superordinate
6 Dependent clause inside its superordinate

7 Dependent clause after its superordinate (but not sentencefinal)
8.Dependent clause standing last in
a sentence
I

30
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10

Clausal Construction
1 Simple clause, not coordinated

2 Simple, initial part In coordination
3 Simple, medial part in coordination

& Simple, fintl part In coordination
,

6 Complex clause, not coordinated

6 COmplex, initial part in coordination
7 Complex, medial part in coordination
'8 Complex, final part in coordination
11

Clause Type

1 Main clause introduced by coordinetor

I Embedded main clause
3 Main clause, other than 1 & 2

S'att.clause not introduced by pre.

Mitten
,

6 indirect interrogative clause

6'att.clause introduced by preposition
7 Subject.modifyIng relative clause
8 Objectomodifying relative clause
9 Relittve clause modifying other
elements in its superordinate clause
A Adverbial clause
8 Comparative clause
C Cleusal contractions
12

Surface'Mood of Clouse
1 Affirmative
2 Interrogative
3 imperative

4 Exclamatory
13

Clause Structure
l'Active transitive
2 Active intransitive
3 Passive with full subject
'4 Extstential
5 Passtve with formal subject only

'6 Other clauses with formal subject
7 fragments
14

Surfacellord Order of Clause
1 SVX

.102-

2 SXV
3 VSX
4 VXS
5 XSV

6 XVS
7 Sy
8 VS
9 /
15

Verb Complements
1 Object (+ Adv)n
2 Complement (+ Adv)n
3 (Adv)n

ComgyAntitrana.
16

Verb Structure
1 Complex form of phrasal verb in

verb chain +III
2 Complex form of phrasal verb in
chain

3 Complex form of V +tit in verb
chain

4 Complex verb form in verb chain
5 Phrasal verb in verb chain +11.1
6 Phrasal verb in verb chain

7 V 4lig, tn verb chain
8 Simple verb form tn verb chain

9 COmplex form of phrasal verb
A Complex form of Ohrasil verb

8 Complex form of V +112
C Complex verb form,

D Phrasal verb +1111
E Phrasal verb

8 Simple verb form
17

Subject Structure
1 Coordination
2 Nr 4. clause

3 Clause.

4 Infinitive

32
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5 NP

postmodifier

6 Proposed participle
7 Other premodiffer

NP
NP

8 One word (end possibly en Article)
21Formel subject

A Subject pipped
18

Subject form
Indefinite article
2 No article
3 Indefinite quantifier
4 Definite Article
5 Proper nmee

6 Goniitn attribute
7 Definite quantifier
8 Definite pronoun

9 irrelevant
12

Givenness of Subject
1 Just mentioned

2 Recentlymentioned
3 PrevtousIrmentioned

4 fndextcelly Oven
5 Pregataticolly Oven
6 Near

7 Irrelevant
20

Type of Conference of Subject'
1 Anaphoric pronoun

2 Cetaphorfc pronoun
3 Exophoric pronoun

4 Repetition

5 Synonym paraphrase
6 rrrelevint
21

Number of Words in Subject Phrase

22

Object Structure

(cf. 17)

23

Object Form

(cf. 18)

24

6ivenness of Object

(cf. 19)

25

Type of Coreference of Object

(cf. 20)

26

Number of Words In Object Phrase
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27

Complement Structure
1 Coordination
2 NP s clause

3 Clause
4 Infinitive
5 NP

postmodifter

6 Proposed participle C NP

7 Other proodtfter * NP
8 One word (and possibly an article)

9 Adjective + clause
A Adjective

adjective coordination

!Adjayodittor(i)
C Ono word adjective
28

Ccmplement Type
1 Ob1,1gatory subject complement

l'Optional subject complement
3 Obligatory object complement
4 Optional object complement

29

Number of Words in Complement

30

Structure of Initial Adverbial
1 NP/PrepP + clause
"2 (Prep+) Clause

3 Clausal contrtction
4 (Pre0+) infinitive
6 Prepotittcnal phrase

6 Np or Adv Phrase
7 One word
31

Type of Initial Adverbial
1 Obligatory adverbial
2 frame adverbial
3 Commentatory adverbial
4 Nogitivis particle

5 Spectal clausal adverbial

6 Other optional dverbial
32

Semantics of Intttal Adverbial

1 Time
2 Place

14
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3 Manner

4 Worm measure
11 Purpoisi goal

conditioni Cause

6 Instrumental

7 Agent
0 Irrelevant
33

(Mennen of Initial Adverbial

(cf. 11)

34

Type Of Corefertnce of Initial Adverbial

(cf. /0)

3$

Structure of Central field Adverbial

(cf. 30)

34

Type of Central field Adverbial

(cf. 31)

37

Semantics of Central ffeld Adverbial

(cf. 32)

34

Wenness of Central field Adverbial

(cf. 19)

39

Typo of Corefereoce of Control field Adv

(cf. 10)

40

Structure of Last but One Adverbial

(cf. 30)

41

Type of Last but One Adverbial

(cf. 31)

42

Semantics of Lest but Ons Adverbial

(cf. 32)

43

Winn's: of Last but One Adverbial

(cf. 19)

44

Type of Coreference of Last but Ono Adv

(cf. 20)

4$

Structure of final Adverbial

(cf. 30)

46

Type of final Adverbial

(cf. 31)

47

Semantics of final Adverbial

(cf. 32)

48

Oivenness of Final Adverbial

(cf. 19)

49

Type of Coreferince of Final Adverbial

(cf. 20)

SO

Special Clausal Adverbial inside a functional Element
1 In subject
.2 In object

3 In complement
4 In other adverbial
51

Plumber of Adverbials in the Clause

Transformations.

52

Type of Toptcalized Constituent
1 Object
2 Object as quotation
3 Adverbial from central field
position
4 Adverbial from end-field position

5 Complement

6 Subject In existential clomp

71P
NH quettion.uord
0 Relative pronoun
63

Subject Postponement to the Cndsfield
1 NP subject In existential
construction

160 Subject other then 1
3 Clause as subject
4 Infinitive so subject
54

extreposition end Quantifier Movement
1 txtraposttton of part of subject
eAttiftliftfon of Part of object

3 txtraposition of pert of complement
4 Extrapolation of pert of adverbial
5 txtraposttion of functional

element from douse
6Ibvement of quahtitler
7 Veliment ot head, quantifier remains
55

Type of Cleft Construction
1 Subject clotted
2 Object clotted
3 Complement cleftod
4 Adverbial clotted
6 Paeudo.clett

66

left Dislocation
1 Subject
2 Object

3 Complement
4 flatlet adverbial
5 Other adverbial

67

Right Dislocation

66

Raising

(cf. 66)

I Subject

2 Object

generic

3 Object

non-oeneric

'4'Adverbtal

3

101.

huh,.
1 1 .petsivp withovt 4104t
irqs#41111,el seent as initial
adverbial

3 tt-posblvtt owa as c.pitral
fte1d advarbial

441wpassive; leant as last but one
adverbial

5 lpassive; 904t

final elvirblill

a! pastipt without opookt
7 bli passivs; agent ss initial

inerbial
$ it pmivel iment as central field
itfttbiAl

t bii passival gent 4S liSt but of*
117401411
A bli passivot agent as final adverbial

man passive

50

Verb Phrase Deletion
1 rorwsrd, outtr

1 forward, ionar
3 Backward, outer
4 lack:ward, inner
61

Ellipsis of functional Elanants(Capping)
1 Subject

I Object
3 Adverbial

4 Verb
S

0

6 S

V

7
0 V a A

et

ciltpsis of fort of the Verb
1 Auxiliary in complex form

2 AtI
3 fart

63

Ellipsis of the Mead of a Noun Phrase
1 first part of coordinated Nits

2 Second part of coordinated NPs

37
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Reit port f

aot la

coOrdiastima

4 Stood part 4f aPs apt fa
coordiaotivo
44

Numbs.' of Troasformatloao la the Clovio
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